
> and discovered he was actually buried in a
grave in France," explained Kevin Kelly.

"Once we found that out, we wanted to
see ifwe could visit. I always felt it was sad
that here was a member of the family buried
somewhere in another country and I hadn't
been to visit him to pay my respects. It was
always at the back of my mind."

Their efforts led to an emotional journey
to France, to Plot 29, Row 8, Grave 23 in
Montargis Communal Cemetery in Loiret,
France. The final resting place of Private Frank
Kelly, rank number 53182.

In June 2012, Kevin, accompanied by two of
his four daughters, Claire and Geraldine, made
the pilgrimage to the grave. Also with them
were Kevin's grandsons, his daughter Nora's
son, David, and Claire's son Kevin. And the
former Celtic chairman took with him a Celtic
badge, placed it at the foot of his uncle's grave
and covered it with grass.

"A sentimental journey was completed,"
added Kevin, "but it wasn't sad. It was
an accomplishment. I felt I had achieved
something that had been in the back of my
mind for ~ while. And it was emotional to be
there visiting the grave with my own family.

"We were paying our respects to Frank and
saying this is us, we are here, and we have
made this journey for you. You have not been
forgotten. "

The family found the town of Loiret to be
beautiful. The cemetery was old, with one
area designated for those who had died during
World War One. Most of the soldiers were local
men from the one regiment, and among the
rows bearing the standard issue war graves of
simple white crosses, Frank Kelly's final resting
place stood out. Hiswas one of the few to have
a full gravestone. Kevin thinks the family must
at some point have arranged the gravestone.

It'~ also a bustling and busy town, a
stopping point with a large railway junction
and Kevin imagined what it would look like
during the war and its aftermath.

He said: "There would probably be a lot of
activity, soldiers coming and going. It was
likely to be a link for many people to get to Paris
and then possibly home. There was probably a
lot of pushing and shoving and I guess he must
have got caught up in it somewhere."

The details from the family were sketchy.
No one spoke about Frank or what happened.
Kevin knew very little about his uncle but he
wanted to make sure he was not forgotten.
What was known was that Frank was a keen
sportsman, a footballer who also played cricket.
Kevin remembers his own father, Charles,
carrying around an article about Frank in his
wallet. It detailed how he played cricket in the
war and was skilful with a bat.

Indeed, all the Kelly boys were good at
sport and played football. Kevin's dad was the
quietest man of the lot, and arguably the most
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